
Our People

Long
Service 



Gill Morley
Taylor

Inspiring: Gill, currently based out of

Langford, is product coordinator, &

has completed a significant service

with company. 

It is a pleasure to work with Gill. We

admire how active she is both at

work and outside of work with her

fitness. 

 

There's a
passion that
runs through
every part of

our
organisation. 



Bernie McKenna - Garage

Administrator, Tyholland

"When I started here, we used the

Telex machine to communicate

between ourselves and customs.

However, I remember the day the

fax machine arrived, & also the

first mobile phone - which was the

size of a brick!  We thought:  it will

never get any better than that!" 

Such exciting
stories to tell

Monaghan is made up of dynamic,

forward thinking people...

John Clelland - General Manager,

Whitley                                         

 "My proudest achievement is

helping some of our people grow

within the business, who are now

key individuals and the future of

the business. This business been

good to me, If I had the chance

again, I would do the same all over

again, which makes me happy."



Monaghan
lives
through our
people

" Lot of changes over time, but

there has been no period of time

that the business has not been

forward thinking"  John Clelland.

"The thing is, ‘everyday is different’

always slightly different but fun

challenges to solve" Gill Morley

Taylor. Oliver Feely,  
Garage Operative, Tyholland

John Clelland,  General

Manager, Whitley 



Patricia
Morris

Patricia is Trading Desk Planner, based in Tyholland

& has also completed a significant service with

company.

"Back in the early 1980’s the unemployment levels

in Ireland were very high and a lot of people had to

go abroad to find work.

Monaghan employed a lot of people both locally &

throughout the country within the grower

network, & many other businesses benefited

hugely from this indirectly.

I would also like to remember some of great

people that I have worked with over the years who

have gone from this world, who I learned so much

from, May they rest in peace. "

 

"I would like to

thank Mr. Wilson

for having the

courage,

ambition and

vision to set up

the business that

is Monaghan

today.  Ireland is

a much more

prosperous

country today

because of this." 



Nhu Lam

Down to Earth : Nhu Lam has just

completed a significant service of 37

years with our company in Canada. 

It was a pleasure to work with Nhu.

We admire her.  

Congratulations Nhu, enjoy your

retirement and thank you!

We’re sure footed
built on a strong
foundation and

grounded by
decades of

knowledge and
expertise. 


